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Achieving improved compliance to diabetes care: 

the common task for care providers, health systems and  
people with diabetes 

 
 
13.30 Opening – The issue of compliance Dr Sehnaz Karadeniz 
 
13.40 Session 1: Healthcare systems – what needs to be improved 
CHAIR: Ms Stella de Sabata   

▪ The Healthcare Professional’s perspective (Dr Nebojsa Lalic)  

▪ The Patients’ perspective (Ms Sandra Bršec Rolih) 

▪ The decision-maker’s perspective (Portuguese MP / Representative from the 
Ministry of Health) 

Q & A 
 
14.40 Session 2: The Diabetes team – how to improve cohesion 
CHAIR: Ms Vida Augustinienė 

▪ The Healthcare Professional’s perspective (Dr Dario Rahelic) 

▪ The Patients’ perspective (Ms Sophie Hindkjær) 

▪ Broadening the diabetes team in real life - the contribution of pharmacists 
and other allies (Dr Iryna Vlasenko) 

Q & A 
 
15.40 Session 3: How can Mobile Applications contribute to improving compliance 
CHAIR: Dr João Valente Nabais 

▪ The Healthcare Professional’s perspective (Dr David Klonoff) 

▪ The Patients’ perspective (Mr Kyle Jacques Rose) 
Q & A 
  
16.25 Panel discussion   
 
16.50 Conclusion and take-home messages (Dr Niti Pall)  
 
17.00 End / Network 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Symposium description  
Compliance and persistence to treatment are great allies of people with diabetes. 
However, as for all chronic diseases, only 50%1 of people living with diabetes comply 
and persist in the long term to their therapy. Poor compliance is seen in all type of 
interventions: self-monitoring of blood glucose, administration of insulin, medication, 
diet and physical activity. Poor compliance results in poor health outcomes and 
complications such as cardiovascular, kidney, nerve and eye disease. As demonstrated 
in several studies2,3, it also has a significant impact on healthcare costs including 
treatment of the complications, hospitalisation4 which represents the largest direct 
cost linked to the condition.  
 
Yet, compliance and persistence not only stem from the patients’ own motivation to 
change, but also from the healthcare team who, by instilling the values and 
importance of self care and appropriate management of their diabetes, act as patient 
activators. It has been proven5,6,7,8 that the information and education provided in the 
first weeks and months following the diagnosis influences the relationship patients 
have with their condition. In addition to reducing treatment complexity, factors such 
as better patient information, education and motivation have been shown to be 
associated with improved compliance. Appropriate, culturally adapted and efficiently 
delivered information and education by healthcare professionals (HCP) are therefore 
key to empower people with diabetes.  They will ensure that patients have the right 
tools, that they use them properly and comply in the long run to the therapy that best 
fits their individual needs and requirements.  
 
As the quote rightly says: “Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day; teach a man 
to fish, and you feed him for a lifetime”.  
During this interactive session, we will hear the perspectives of people living with 
diabetes, of healthcare professionals, of decision-makers. We will discuss technology 
facilitating compliance and persistence, and tackle the economic burden linked to 
poor compliance to treatment.  
A panel discussion and Q&A session will follow. 
Time to learn to fish and how to teach it!  
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